
Eastmoreland Patio Collection 

You deserve a comfortable outdoor area to relax or 

entertain. This patio set from the versatile 

Eastmoreland collection features tufted blue 

loveseat cushions that give a formal twist to this 

casual outdoor set. The textured glass coffee table is 

great for keeping refreshments close at hand or 

displaying a centerpiece to add a touch of your 

personal style. Combine this set with other Eastmoreland tables and seating to 

build a look that suits your space and accommodates your family and guests. 

 

Create a cozy outdoor dining area with this 

square bistro table from the versatile 

Eastmoreland collection. The table seats two 

people, so you can enjoy a casual outdoor meal 

or socialize with a friend over drinks. A shatter-

resistant textured glass top gives the table a 

unique accent and means you can be confident in its durability. Add 

coordinating chairs from the Eastmoreland collection to build a look that suits 

your space and accommodates your family and guests. 

 

  



Davenport Patio Collection Chaise 

Cozy and casual, this chaise lounge from the Davenport 

patio collection is perfect for small gatherings. Five back-

tilt positions mean you can sit up and join the party, lean 

back with a book or lie down for a nap. The open metal 

latticework back offers classic appeal, and the black 

wrought iron complements a variety of patio styles. Cushions and accent 

pillows are sold separately for added comfort and a splash of color that suits 

your decor. Combine this chair with tables and other seating from the 

Davenport collection to create a gathering space where you and your guests 

can enjoy lively conversation for hours on end. 

 

Pardini Patio Collection Sofa 

Upgrade your outdoor space with the refined and exquisite look of a Pardini 

collection sofa from allen + roth. This sofa features 

dramatic curved arms, a bronze frame and a brown 

wicker back, so you can relax in comfort and style. 

Pair with a coffee table to keep refreshments close by 

while you chat with friends or curl up with a book in 

quiet solitude. Cushions and accent pillows are sold 

separately, allowing you to easily customize your decor. Arrange the sofa with 

other Pardini seating and tables to suit your entertaining needs.  

 

  



Ocean Park Patio Chairs 

You don’t need waterfront property to enjoy the 

nautical look of these Ocean Park patio chairs. The 

white frame and blue cushions bring the look of a 

seaside resort to your backyard. Relax in privacy 

or chat with a friend while basking in the 

sunshine. Combine these chairs with tables and 

other seating from the Ocean Park collection to 

create an inland retreat that feels like a beachfront oasis.  

 

Belthorne Patio Dining Table 

Impress your guests with the elegance of this dining table from the Belthorne 

patio collection. The ornate metal tabletop design brings unique appeal to 

your outdoor space, and the large rectangular shape 

allows you to seat up to six people for a casual meal. 

An umbrella hole in the center means your food and 

guests can stay shaded during sunny gatherings. This 

table pairs nicely with chairs from the Belthorne 

collection, letting you pull together a stylish look for 

your backyard. 

  



Cabinet Collections 

Refresh your casual kitchen with Portland collection cabinetry. 

The wheat finish and raised-panel doors create a warm, 

welcoming atmosphere to prepare meals and gather with 

guests. This 30-in W sink base provides plenty of storage, 

keeping cleaning supplies, dish soap and sponges out of sight. The versatility 

of this collection allows you to select paint colors, flooring and countertops 

that reflect your personal style. 

 

Whether your style is clean and contemporary or charming and 

classic, Concord collection cabinetry brings a crisp, bright elegance 

to your kitchen. This 12-in W cabinet features a white thermofoil 

finish that easily coordinates with a variety of wall colors, flooring 

and countertops. The drawer keeps utensils and gadgets handy 

during meal prep, while a fixed shelf allows for convenient storage of 

cookware and bakeware. The square raised-panel door with concealed hinges 

provides a sleek look, and the scratch-resistant interior is easy to clean. 

 

Bring the beauty of natural wood into your home with Denver 

collection cabinetry. The dramatic, rugged appearance of 

finished hickory creates the feel of a rustic retreat whether you 

live in the country, city or suburbs. This 36-in W Lazy Susan 

base cabinet with a raised-panel door boasts two revolving shelves for 

convenient access to items like storage containers, spices or snack foods. 

Maintain the casual charm of this collection by leaving the door as is, or add a 

sophisticated touch with hardware that accents your style. 



Whirlpool French Door Refrigerator 

Your guests always gather in the kitchen anyway, so why not make it a party? 

On top of this stainless steel French door refrigerator is the CoolVox™ Sound 

System with premium Bluetooth™ audio, allowing you to blast tunes while 

cooking or play soothing sounds while 

dining. Spacious and functional, this unit 

boasts adjustable spill-proof MicroEdge® 

Glo shelves with additional LED lighting to 

provide more brightness. A humidity-

controlled triple crisper system offers 

several options for produce storage, and a 

full-width temperature-controlled drawer is 

ideal for meats, cheeses or snacks. The 

exterior filtered water and ice dispenser features Measured Fill, which allows 

you to program the amount of water you need then automatically shuts off 

when that level is reached. The pull-out freezer is loaded with storage options, 

like an in-door pizza pocket, a movable bin, two sliding drawers and a 

spacious lower basket to keep frozen foods close at hand. 

 

  



DEWALT 10-amp Drill 

If you need high performance in heavy-duty 

applications, this 10-amp drill is just right for the 

job. The 2-finger variable-speed trigger delivers 

0-1,200-RPM and provides versatility and 

control. The convenient lock-on button reduces 

user fatigue during long periods of continuous 

drilling. A 1/2-in all-metal chuck accepts a wide 

variety of bits, and the key is attached with a flexible strap so you’ll never 

misplace it. An auxiliary side handle provides extra leverage when you need it, 

and the cam lever allows for secure and quick repositioning. For added safety, 

a live wire indicator turns on when the drill is plugged into a power source.  

 

DEWALT 6-amp Scrugun 

When faced with a big drywall project, this 6-amp, variable-speed scrugun fits 

the bill. With a 0-5,300-RPM high-speed 

transmission, this scrugun is ideal for production 

drywall hanging. Weighing only 2.9-lbs, it is 

lightweight enough for sustained use, reducing 

operator fatigue. The 2-finger trigger provides 

increased comfort, and the “set and forget” 

nosepiece allows for consistent fastener depth 

throughout your project. Heat-treated gears are durable and long-lasting on 

the jobsite, and a 1/2-in chuck is just what you need for heavier applications. 


